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4 nonhuman primates, single-trial classification accuracies of 82-87% were reported (Manyakov, 115 Vogels, Van Hulle, 2010), and in another study primary visual cortical responses to 72 classes of 116 static gratings were decoded with 60% accuracy (Graf, Kohn, Jazayeri, and Movshon 2011). More 117 recently, perfect decoding accuracy using dorsomedial ventral stream data from nonhuman 118 primates was achieved in a five-class image recognition task (Filippini et al., 2017) . Importantly, 119 while some of these prior studies reported high, and in one case, perfect decoding accuracy, none 120 of these prior studies achieved high accuracy with a high number of classes. 121
In vivo neuronal calcium imaging, while requiring substantial video and other downstream 122 processing (Harris, Quiroga, Freeman and Smith, 2016; Peron, Chen, and Svoboda, 2015) , enables 123 delineation of neuronal traces using fluorescent signals from discrete, genetically-defined neurons 124 over time, without having to employ simulations. To date, calcium activity has been used to 125 visually decode movie scenes with high accuracy from small numbers of high-responding neurons 126 using nearest mean classification (Kampa, Roth, Göbel, and Helmchen, 2011) . In particular, 127
Kampa et al. selected high-responding neurons based on correlations between responses in a single 128 trial to other trials for both individual neurons and neuronal populations. In machine learning 129 terminology, this is a biologically-inspired form of feature selection, where specific features are 130 chosen to make a model more parsimonious, easier to interpret, and less likely to overfit. Simple 131 linear classification of calcium responses from larger (~500) populations of neurons was also 132 recently implemented using natural and phase-scrambled movies (Froudarakis et al., 2014) . This 133 work demonstrated that total activation of primary visual cortical neurons does not differ between 134 anesthesia and wakefulness, but that population sparseness is heightened during the latter. 135 Froudarakis et al. also showed that this phenomenon enables more accurate visual decoding. 136
Importantly, these prior studies used small numbers of visual stimuli and employed small numbers 137 of recorded neurons. Notably, while the former of the two studies achieved high decoding 138 accuracy, the probability of accurate decoding by random chance was high (i.e., 25%). To our 139 knowledge, high visual decoding accuracy using many unique and complex visual stimuli has not 140 been previously reported. 141
The implementation of deep neural networks has proven successful for high-accuracy 142 visual classification of images using features such as skin lesions (Esteva et al., 2017) , facial 143 recognition (Li et al., 2015) , and for deducing the brain's physiological age from MRI scans (Cole 144 et al., 2016) . However, deep neural networks have not been applied yet to visual decoding using 145 calcium responses. In most visual classification tasks using deep learning, inputs are images, where 146 classifiers are trained on examples of different image classes and then used to classify a validation 147 set of images from these same classes. In the context of deep learning using calcium imaging data, 148 the inputs are not images but neuronal calcium responses to images. Accordingly, for such data, 149 classifiers are trained on responses to sensory stimuli and consequently are labeled by the sensory 150 stimulus. In this way, when incorporating diverse sources of responses (e.g., brain regions, neuron 151 populations), the differential classification accuracy between these sources can serve as an 152 indicator for how well they process information individually but also collectively as an integrated 153 circuit. Here, the unique advantage of calcium imaging over other modalities is the unique ability 154 to make observations and answer physiological questions by distinguishing specific neuronal types 155 at the individual and population levels. As such, imaging neuronal calcium responses in behaving 156 animals enables the investigation of discrete neurons, neuronal populations, whole brain regions, 157 and brain circuits while retaining the neuron as the fundamental unit composing all these echelons. 158
Exploiting advances in instrumentation, software, genetic engineering, and viral vector-159 based genetic targeting technologies, the Allen Institute for Brain Science recently published an 160 extensive data set of neuron-specific GCaMP6 activity measures (http://observatory.brain-161 map.org/visualcoding; Hawrylycz, et al. 2016 ). In particular, 597 experiments were conducted 162 using mice from transgenic Cre recombinase-expressing lines co-expressing GCaMP6 in six 163 genetically-defined neuronal types across six regions of the visual cortex (primary (VISp), 164 anterolateral (VISal), anteromedial (VISam), lateral (VISl), posteromedial (VISpm), and 165 rostrolateral (VISrl)) and eleven cortical depths (175, 265, 275, 300, 320, 325, 335, 350, 365, 375, 166 435 µm). GCaMP6 activity, as a function of neuron type, region, and depth, was measured in 167 response to the presentation of several types of visual stimuli. Stimuli included natural scenes, 168 static gratings, drifting gratings, and movie clips. The data collection and analysis methods used 169 for the Allen Brain Observatory (ABO) dataset are available in a whitepaper (Allen Institute for 170 Brain Science, 2017). Raw calcium data along with various corrections for tens of thousands of 171 neurons are made available through the Allen Institute's software development kit (SDK). 172
Here, we describe the application of supervised machine learning to decoding visual scenes 173 using data from the ABO. We first trained four different machine learning architectures on calcium 174 responses to presentation of 118 unique natural scenes, and then tested the ability of these models 175 to classify calcium responses based on the presented scene. All training and validation was 176 performed in a frame-by-frame manner, beginning with the scene preceding the scene of interest 177 (proximal scene), and training on every frame through the two subsequent (distal) scenes. That is, 178 models were trained and validated on all frames composing the scene preceding the proximal scene 179 (prior scene), the proximal scene itself, the first distal scene, and the second distal scene. 1A) were segmented by 118 natural scenes each shown 50 times in random order, for a total 226 of 5900 scene presentations. For each experimental condition (i.e., all experiments corresponding 227 to a combination of neuron, region, and cortical depth), a three-dimensional array (Walt, Colbert, 228 and Varoquaux, 2011) was generated where rows, columns, and ranks corresponded to scenes, 229 neurons, and frames respectively (Fig. 1B) . Because each of the 118 natural scenes was presented 230 50 times in each experiment, all arrays had 5900 rows. The number of neurons (i.e. columns) 231 varied by experimental condition, but all arrays captured 28 frames, making 28 ranks in the third 232 dimension. These 28 frames represented the 7 frames of the prior scene, the 7 frames of the scene 233 used to label the trace (proximal scene), and the two subsequent, "distal" scenes (Fig. 1C) . 40 234 presentations of each scene were used for training and 10 for validation, yielding an 80/20 split 235 where 4720 total presentations were used for training and 1180 for validation. Separate models 236 were trained and validated for each of the 28 frames. For example, at frame 1, networks were 237 trained on 4720 calcium traces at frame 1 and then validated on 1180 calcium traces at frame 1. 238
Each of these traces represented all the neurons in the respective experimental condition at the 239 selected frame. This process was repeated for all 28 frames. 240
241

Architectures 242
We tested four machine learning architectures on calcium trace classification that were 243 implemented in Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) and Keras (Chollet, 2015 A SVM (Fig. 1D) was implemented in Scikit-learn using the OneVsRestClassifier function 250 with a linear support vector classifier and a regularization parameter calculated using grid search. 251
A SNN (Fig. 1E) 
Visual Cortex Decoding Accuracy as a Function of Biologically-inspired and Conventional 279
Feature Selection 280
Visual decoding accuracy was measured in each population using only neurons with a high 281 average response (ΔF/F > 0.01) across all 5900 scene presentations at any of the latter 21 frames, 282 during the proximal scene and the two distal scenes. In each population, only neurons with a mean 283 ΔF/F response higher than 0.01 across all scene presentations within a single frame, from the 284 beginning of the proximal scene to the end of the second distal scene, were used for training and 285 validation. We refer to these neurons as high mean responders (HMRs). 286
We used a univariate feature selection technique implemented in Scikit-learn (SelectKBest 287 with the default ANOVA F-test) to select the top 10, 50, 100, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, and 1500 288 neurons in each region at each frame for visual decoding. Our feature selection was run only on 289 the training data, and the validation data from the corresponding neurons were used accordingly. 290   291   292  293  294  295  296  297  298  299  300  301  302  303  304  305  306  307  308  309  310  311  312  313 Results   314  315 We first assessed decoding accuracy for each of the four machine learning architectures on 316 a frame-by-frame basis in six regions of the mouse visual cortex using all imaged neurons in each 317 region across 28 frames. The highest decoding accuracy achieved was in VISp (94.66%) using 318 calcium responses from 8661 neurons as input to a CNN ( Figs. 2A-C, Table S1 ). While the SNN, 319 DNN and CNN all achieved similar peak accuracies, the SVM performed noticeably worse across 320 all regions. Looking at changes in accuracy across frames for all regions, accuracy began to 321 increase at frames 10-11 (the proximal scene began at frame 8), continued increasing after the 322 proximal scene ended and the first distal scene began (frame 15), reached peak accuracy at frame 323 18 and stayed above chance throughout the duration of the two distal scenes (frames 14-28). 324
To assess the differences in visual decoding accuracy between the six regions of the mouse 325 visual cortex and to control for the number of neuronal inputs, we limited the number of neurons 326 Table S1 ). In contrast to the prior comparison, the highest accuracy was 332 observed at frame 17 (one frame earlier) and using the SNN. Overall, for both approaches, the 333 regions were ranked as follows in descending order of accuracy: VISp, VISl, VISal, VISpm, 334
VISam, and VISrl and all regions, with the exception of VISrl exhibited a similar frame-by-frame 335 pattern of accuracy. 336
Next, we assessed visual decoding accuracy as a function of cell type, cortical depth and 337 region, for a total of 63 populations (Fig. 3A, Table S3 ). Using all available neurons in each 338 population, the highest decoding accuracy achieved was 77.97% with Cux2-expressing neurons in 339
VISp at a depth of 175µm using a SNN (Fig. 3B) . This specific neuron type exhibited the highest 340 accuracy among all other populations and a distinct frame-by-frame accuracy profile which was 341 shifted to the right compared to the rest of the populations examined (Fig. 3C) . Cux2-expressing 342 neurons at 175 µm depth in VISp showed peak accuracy at frame 18 whereas other Cux2-343 expressing neurons at 275 µm depth in either VISp or VISl showed peak accuracy at earlier frames 344 (frames 15, 16), a difference of about 30 ms. Rorb-and Emx1-expressing neurons showed peak 345 accuracy at frames 15 and 16 respectively (Fig. 3C) . Notably, three out of five of the top 346 performing populations were Cux2-expressing neurons. Additionally, four out of the top five 347 performing populations originated in VISp. For all five populations, the SNN performed best of 348 the four tested architectures. 349
Next, we limited each of these populations to 250 randomly-selected neurons (32 350 populations, with the other 31 containing less than 250 total neurons) (Fig. 3D, Table S4 ). In this 351 dataset, Rbp4 neurons in VISp at 375µm showed the highest decoding accuracy of 33.22% at frame 352 18 using the SNN (Figs. 3E, F) . Again, four out of the five best performing populations were 353 derived from VISp. As above, neuron types differed in the time-course for peak accuracy. Emx1-354 expressing neurons showed peak accuracy at frame 15, which did not depend on depth or cortical 355 subregion (Fig. 3F) . In contrast, Rbp4-and Cux2-expressing neurons within VISp but at different 356 depths, exhibited peak accuracy at frame 18 (Fig. 3F) . 357
In all six regions of the visual cortex, we measured visual decoding accuracy as a function 358 of neuronal response using HMRs: neurons that showed a mean response greater than a value of 359 0.01 ΔF/F across all 5900 scene presentations in any of the latter 21 frames (proximal scene and 360 two distal scenes). We found that accuracy was greater than or within 3% of the accuracy when 361 using all neurons in the respective region (Figs. 4A, B, Table S5 ). The highest accuracy achieved 362 was at frame 18 in VISp using the CNN (Fig. 4C) . To explore the differences in accuracy between 363
HMRs and other neurons (non-HMRs (nHMRs)), we compared identically-sized samples of 364
HMRs and nHMRs (583 of each) with a SNN in all regions. This number was chosen based on the 365 minimum number of total HMRs contained in any of the six regions (VISam). We found that the 366 accuracy of HMRs was 1.5-3-fold greater than that of nHMRs (Figs. 4D, E, Table S6 ) with the 367 highest accuracy observed in VISp at frame 18 (Fig. 4F) . Next, we assessed decoding accuracy in 368
HMRs as a function of region, neuron type, and depth. All samples of HMRs showed similar or 369 higher peak accuracies compared to randomly-selected neurons by between 3-6%. To compare 370
HMRs and nHMRs in these parcellated populations, we were forced to make comparisons of 35 371 neurons each due to many populations having small numbers of either HMRs or nHMRs. 372
Nevertheless, even with very sparse populations of neurons, the accuracies of HMRs maintained 373 their 1.5-3-fold greater level than those of nHMRs (Figs. 4G, H, Table S7 ). As above, the highest 374 frame accuracy was observed in Rbp4-expressing neurons at 375 µM in VISp and at frame 19 375 (Fig. 4I) . 376
Finally, in each recorded region of visual cortex, an F-test was conducted, and the k best 377 neurons were selected for visual decoding. Values of k were 10, 50, 100, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 378 1250, and 1500. Using the 1500 neurons with the highest F-values in VISp, an accuracy of 95.76% 379 was achieved, the highest of all experiments (Fig. 4J, Table S8 ). Critically, groups of neurons 380 selected by F-value performed better than either the totality of the neurons in each region, or all 381 the HMRs in each region. In all cases, feature-selected populations were much smaller than the 382 total HMRs and total neurons in these regions. Across all visual scenes and neuron types, the SNN 383 performed about as well, and in some cases better than the CNN. For natural scene prediction in 384
VISp, all networks reached accuracies of 85-95%. However, the highest accuracy achieved across 385 all experiments (95.76%) was obtained using 1500 neurons selected by F-value in VISp. VISp 386 showed the highest accuracies for neurons selected by F-test, mean response, and when limiting 387 all regions to the same number of randomly-selected neurons. A specific breakdown of neuron 388 classification at the highest accuracy achieved using 1500 neurons in shown in Fig. 4K . Here we describe the application of supervised machine learning to visual decoding of 413 neuronal calcium responses to 118 unique and complex naturalistic scenes. Our findings describe 414 a neuroanatomical map of decoding accuracy in the mouse visual cortex in response to complex 415 naturalistic scenes and as a function of regional cortical parcellation, depth, and neuron type. A 416 general finding was that, regardless of neuron type or cortical depth, the highest visual decoding 417 accuracy was achieved in VISp while the lowest was achieved in VISrl. This observation is 418 consistent with prior findings from a recent study that used this same dataset (Esfahany, Siergiej, 419
Zhao, and Park, 2017) and known information regarding the hierarchical organization of the mouse 420 visual cortex (Glickfeld, Reid, and Andermann, 2014). Of note, for almost all populations, 421 accuracy remained above chance (1/118, 0.85%) throughout the duration of the two scenes distal 422 to the scene that the calcium response was labeled by. Additionally, we found that both feature 423 selection methods we utilized enabled similar, or in some cases, higher accuracies compared to 424 retaining all neurons in the respective population, indicating that different forms of feature 425 selection can reduce the processing load of decoding algorithms without compromising, and even 426 sometimes improving, decoding accuracy. Of note, the accuracy of some regions declined when 427 adding more neurons by highest F-value (i.e., VISam, VISpm, and VISrl). This was most apparent 428 for VISrl, where peak accuracy was achieved with only 100 neurons, and all other groups including 429 more neurons performed worse, indicating that there may exist a threshold where increasing the 430 number of such neurons introduces noise to the data, making the accuracy dwindle. 431
A novel key finding of our study was the capability of a SNN architecture to achieve high-432 accuracy visual decoding using this type of data, especially in the context of the many classes 433 included. Taken our findings indicate that visual discrimination can be modeled effectively using data spanning 436 different imaging modalities and across species. It is important to point out, however, that the 437 highest decoding accuracy achieved in that prior study was ~80% for binary classification, an 438 accuracy level considerably lower than what we report here for the number of classes included. 439
Since fMRI is expected to be less proximal to neuronal activity than in vivo calcium imaging, our 440 findings support the notion that high-resolution imaging modalities which capture information 441 closer to base neuronal physiology may be more effective at reaching higher levels of decoding 442 accuracy, especially when using simple architectures. 443
Another notable finding was that the highest decoding accuracy (95.76%) was achieved by 444 utilizing a neuronal population selected using a conventional feature selection approach, the F-test. 445
This was specifically observed within VISp at frame 17 during the presentation of the first distal 446 scene to the scene decoded. Interestingly, this high accuracy level was achieved using a population 447 containing a diverse set of neuron types at various depths within this region (Fig. 4K) . has profiled these and other genetically-defined neurons to build a comprehensive taxonomy of 463 the adult mouse cortex (Tasic et al., 2016) . Referring to this data, five out of six of the above 464 studied neuron types are excitatory (with no information available for Emx1), and thus likely to 465 project to other cortical areas or subcortical regions. Importantly, while we did observe differences 466 in decoding accuracy between the six different genetically-defined neuron types sampled in VISp, 467 the top three performing classes of neurons never differed more than 5% from each other. 468 Interestingly, this difference was observed using calcium responses from randomly-selected 469 neurons as well as randomly-selected HMRs. Collectively, these findings indicate that neuronal 470 diversity within the visual system hierarchy plays a key role in decoding accuracy, but ultimately 471 it is the visual system regional hierarchy that is the main contributor. Regarding the contribution 472 of cortical depth to the accuracy signal, while we did observe differences between different 473 neuronal populations, these were relatively small, further supporting the notion that most of the 474 variation in visual decoding accuracy was accounted for by neuron location within visual cortical 475 regions, as opposed to neuron type and depth. 476
Another important finding was that in all experiments where models performed above 477 chance, decoding accuracy peaked ~210-360 ms after the presentation of a given scene, a time-478 point that coincided with the presentation of the first distal scene. Interestingly, above-chance 479 than a delay after object presentation, different scenes were continuously presented after one 500
another, meaning time points with the highest decoding accuracy coincided with the presentation 501 of another scene, rather than a lack of stimulus. 502
Finally, we found that regional decoding accuracy was maintained or improved beyond 503 using all of a given region's neurons by limiting the selection of neurons to those with mean 504 responses above 0.01 ΔF/F to all presentations of naturalistic scenes (independent of the 505 type/content of the scene) at any frame between the onset of the proximal stimulus through the 506 duration of the two distal stimuli. For all neuronal populations, when including only HMRs for 507 decoding, accuracy either exceeded or was within 3% of the accuracy compared to when all 508 neurons within that same population were included. Further supporting this was the stark 509 difference in decoding accuracy between number-matched samples of HMRs and non-HMRs, 510
where HMRs performed 1.5-3x better than nHMRs. Additionally, using a conventional feature 511 selection technique from machine learning, accuracy was maintained or improved using even 512 fewer neurons than those selected by mean response. These observations indicate that visual 513 decoding accuracy is strongly determined by the response properties of discrete neurons within the 514 visual system hierarchy. From a biological perspective, this suggests that complex and diverse 515 visual imagery, independent of content, may be collectively encoded in this discrete population of 516 neurons with high response profiles to visual image presentation, or neurons that simply show 517 strongly differentiated responses to visual images. For clarity, we assert that neuronal diversity 518 plays an important role in visual decoding, but what seems to be even more important is the 519 regional hierarchy of the visual system that produces such distinct performances in decoding 520 accuracy. 521
In sum, here we describe a neuroanatomical map of the mouse visual cortex decoding 522 aptitude of different regions and neuron types at various cortical depths and shed light on the 523 temporal dynamics of visual encoding and decoding using a neural network approach as they 524 persist across the presentation of a large and diverse collection of complex visual scenes. Our 525 findings demonstrate the low requirement of neural network architecture complexity in the context 526 of visual decoding using neuronal calcium data and highlight the strong contributions of regional 527 localization, neuronal response profile, the quantity of recorded neurons, discrete genetically-528 defined neuronal populations and cortical depths to visual information encoding and visual 529 decoding. Additionally, the temporal trajectory of decoding accuracy throughout the duration of 530 scene presentations indicated that accuracy peaked roughly 300 ms after the scene appeared, 531 during the presentation of a unique stimulus, an observation we refer to as refractory processing, 532 that may reflect an inherent property of neurons in the visual cortex. each region when decoding was performed using a SNN. Scene classification as described in (C).  618  619  620  621  622  623  624  625  626  627  628  629  630  631  632  633  634  635  636  637  638  639  640  641  642  643  644  645  646  647  648  649  650 
